
Speaking Two Languages
Understanding Dog Body Language, Play, and Behavior



TODAY’S 
MENU

´Natural Behaviors

´Our Need to Help Them Be Fulfilled

´What You Probably Already Know: Dog Park Considerations

´Training

´Understanding Body Language

´How to Think About Behavior

´Everything is a Behavior!

´Losing Labels

´So Basically, 40 Years of Education in a Couple of  Hours



Who is she, and why 
is she talking?

´ Marjie is
´ The Executive Director of the IAABC. 
´ A member of several professional 

oversight and development 
committees within the behavior and 
training community, including 
American Humane Association and 
Fear Free Advisory Board.

´ Certified with the IAABC, CCPDT, KPA



Who is she, and why 
is she talking?

´ Co-founder of the Somerville Foundation 
for Animals, which runs

´ Somerville Dog Festival, the largest 
festival of its kind, raising funds for 
community projects and providing free 
education to dog owners.

´ Somerville Pet Food Bank, which last year 
provided over 100,000 pounds of free pet 
food to those in need.

´ Every Pet Counts Mobile Vet Clinic, 
almost funded! Providing free veterinary 
care to the same population.



Who’s her friend?

´ Lisa McEvoy is a trainer instructor for 
her own business, Wagline Dog 
Training, for the Pet Republic, and 
enjoys bringing dogs and their 
people together through agility, 
manners, and some problem 
behaviors. 

´ She is a Certified Training Partner of 
Karen Pryor Academy.

´ She is a Supporting member of the 
IAABC

´ waglinedogtraining.com
´ @LifeOfBigBoyBlue



What does 
your dog 

need?.

´ The natural enrichment of an animal's life is 
removed or drastically reduced by domestic 
life, and by the comforts and even safety 
that we provide them. Village dogs roam, 
scrounge, hunt, mate, and spend their days 
on activities intended for the species.

´ 75% of the dogs on this planet are no breed 
at all, and are unowned by people, living as 
village and street dogs.



Meanwhile…



What does 
your dog 

need?.

´ Leash walks are enrichment, but usually not 
exercise. 

´ Ideally, dogs should run, jump and play hard 
enough to be panting, and to have spatula 
tongue every day.



Spatula Tongue
If you can’t flip a pancake with it, the dog ain’t done!



How Much 
Exercise?
´About 30 minutes a day on 
average, but more for sporting 
breeds or mixes. 



It’s more than just about feeling good.

´ Many behavioral issues arise from 
dogs unable to express their 
natural behaviors, or to relieve 
minor anxieties or normal energy  
through exercise, 

´ Plus, you really don’t want a 
bored dog, They will find ways to 
be not bored.



Not so bored 
any more!



(pause)



Important to Note: 
Not all destruction is 
due to boredom 

´ If your dog is being 
destructive around 
windows or doors, 
breaking through 
crates, or being self-
injurious, this is a 
medical emergency 
that needs to be 
addressed urgently.



Ok, where were we?



What does your 
dog look forward to 
each day?

´ What does his schedule 
look like?

´ How long does each event 
last?

´ What kind of enrichment is 
he getting?



Why eat out of a 
bowl?

´ Give a small amount in the 
bowl in the morning to keep 
the ritual, if you like.

´ The rest of her food can be 
provided in stuffed, frozen 
Kongs, Omega Paw Tricky 
Treat Balls, or other toys your 
dog enjoys.



Exercise is important, but if exercise is stressful it’s not fun, and the benefits 
are lost.

Every dog must be a study of one.

The question is never “is this situation good for dogs,” but rather, “is this 
situation good for my specific dog on this particular day, given this 
particular environment?”



Heading out with your dog?
Small check-ins before you go

´ How’s the beastie today? Feeling well? 
Sore? Annoying? Awesome? Wouldn’t 
eat breakfast? Raring to go?

´ How are you? (Same list.)

´ How’s that recall? Have you practiced 
it recently? With distractions?

´ What else have you given your dog 
that’s fun and enriching this week?



Heading out with your dog?
Small check-ins before you go

´ How much pent-up energy does your 
dog need to expend?

´ Has he waited all day, or all week, for 
this one way to “be a dog?”

´ Relaxed, self-possessed dogs are the 
coolest kids at the park. “Yeah,” they 
say to the other dogs, “this is nice. But 
you should see what I get to do on 
Wednesday nights!”



The Recall
Most important of all is to be able to call your dog to you when you need her.
Make sure “come” doesn’t mean “end of the party.”
Frequently call to you, reward, say hi, and let her go back to play.





Gangs

´ Fun can turn to an unsafe situation very quickly.
´ Look out for two or more against one.
´ Are the other dogs listening to the dog that’s 

talking?
´ Look out for size differences.

´ Conversations can change quickly.



Warning: Inappropriately wordy Power Point slide coming!



How Can You Tell?
´ Bert and Ernie are chasing Wilma. Wilma drops to the ground and 

rolls onto her back, Bert and Ernie stop and back off. Wilma jumps 
up and starts chasing Bert. Or maybe she rests a minute, gives a 
play-bow and zooms past them, running as they chase after her. 
That’s fun, and Wilma’s body language tells you so.

´ Bert and Ernie are chasing Wilma. Wilma’s tail is tucked. There is 
no smile on her face, though it might be easy to think so if she’s 
grimacing in stress. She’s running at full speed, tail tucked, 
creating as much distance as possible between herself and the 
guys. They catch up with her, and she stops and turns to face 
them. They crowd her. Ernie barks in her face. Bert knocks Wilma 
over in “play,” and a few other dogs join in the dog pile. Nobody 
is backing off. That’s NOT fun, and Wilma’s body language tells 
you so.



Ok, where were we?



Behavior is a 
Function of its 
Consequences



A Quick Primer on Behavior

´The most basic unit of behavior is ABC
´Antecedent
´Behavior
´Consequence



A Quick Primer on Behavior

´Antecedent: The environment or event 
preceding the “target behavior.”
´Every morning after I have breakfast, Fluffy 
runs into the kitchen as soon as she hears 
the dishwasher open. I usually give her the 
leftover bits of toast and eggs from my plate 
before I load them into the dishwasher.



A Quick Primer on Behavior

´Behavior: What the dog is doing that 
we’re focusing on at the moment. 
´Every morning after I have breakfast, 
Fluffy runs into the kitchen as soon as she 
hears the dishwasher open. I usually give 
her the leftover bits of toast and eggs from 
my plate before I load them into the 
dishwasher.



A Quick Primer on Behavior

´Consequence: The outcome of the 
behavior.
´Every morning after I have breakfast, 
Fluffy runs into the kitchen as soon as she 
hears the dishwasher open. I usually give 
her the leftover bits of toast and eggs from 
my plate before I load them into the 
dishwasher.



A Quick Primer on Behavior

´ABC: 
´A: Dishwasher door opens
´B: Fluffy runs into the kitchen
´C: Human gives her eggs and toast.



Change the 
Consequence, 
Change the 
Behavior



Learning to See 
It, Learning to 
Describe it

´What are the facts?
´Behavior is observable
´Behavior is measurable

´Behavior is not an attitude



Labeling 
Behavior
´ What are some labels we 

give dogs and their 
behavior?

´ Stubborn

´ Aggressive

´ Friendly

´ Defiant

´ Not listening



Let’s Ask Why
´ Why won’t my dog come 

when I call her right now?

´ Does she have something 
better to do?

´ Have I adequately trained 
the behavior?

´ Have I “proofed” it in settings 
with distractions equal to 
where we are now?

´ What’s the consequence to 
her if she comes? End of fun?



A Word About 
Training
´ Positive Reinforcement-

based training is 
without question the 
best method for 
building trust, 
relationship and a well-
trained dog



A Word About 
Training
´ The key to all good training 

is to tell the animal what to
do, rather than telling it 
what not to do.



A Word About 
Training
´ The wisdom of focusing 

on positive reinforcement 
training probably 
became clear after the 
first person tried to put a 
choke collar on an Orca.



A Word About 
Training
´ Loose Leash Walking is one 

of the most frustrating, often 
difficult skills to teach. 

´ Kiko Pup, one of the best 
YouTube trainers, has a new 
course that looks great.



What Am I 
Looking At?

Learning to Speak Dog



´ Look at context.
´ Not all wagging tails mean a 

happy or friendly dog, just like
´ Not all smiles are friendly.
´ There’s more to communication 

than a single behavior.
´ The same behavior can convey 

different things depending on  
what’s going on around us.



What does a wagging tail mean?

Many people think a wagging tail means a happy, friendly dog, 
which is often true, but a wagging tail can mean many other 
things in canine speak. It’s up to us to learn what they indicate.

Sometimes the differences in wags are subtle, and we always 
need to look at context to get the best picture possible.

We’ll look at tails more when we look at body language.

What does “aroused” mean?



What does a wagging tail mean?

Dogs with docked tails are unable to use one of the 
primary dialects in canine speak. 

This often leads to awkward, sometimes dangerous 
interactions with other dogs, and can give rise to 
“rowdy” behavior on the part of those dogs frustrated, 
worried, and trying to communicate with other dogs, 
and even humans. 



Displacement 
Behaviors.

I can’t believe 
that idiot dog 

doesn’t see that!



Some Displacement Behaviors

Yawning Scratching

Sniffing



Some Displacement Behaviors

Humping Browsing



Appeasement, 
“Calming,” 

Distance-Increasing, 
De-Escalation Signals

´These can be signs of nervousness or 
discomfort, and “Peace, brother” signals.
´For more information look here:
´https://thebark.com/content/should-we-call-
these-canine-behaviors-calming-signals

https://thebark.com/content/should-we-call-these-canine-behaviors-calming-signals


STRESS SIGNALS

You Will Now See These Everywhere

YAWNING CAN BE A 
SIGN A DOG IS TIRED, 

BUT IT CAN ALSO 
INDICATE STRESS AND BE 
USED AS A "CALMING" 

SIGNAL

LIP LICKING OR 
TONGUE FLICKING. 

BRIEF OR PROLONGED 
BODY FREEZES

'WHALE EYE' – THE DOG 
TURNS HIS HEAD AWAY 
BUT KEEPS LOOKING IN 
THE DIRECTION OF THE 

PERCEIVED THREAT, 
SHOWING THE WHITES 

OF HIS EYES

HEAD TURN, LOOK-
AWAY



STRESS SIGNALS

You Will Now See These Everywhere

FURROWED 
BROW, TENSE, 

"WORRIED" FACE
TENSE JAW, 

CLOSED MOUTH
LOW TAIL 

CARRIAGE 

TWITCHING 
WHISKERS –
CAUSED BY 

FACIAL TENSION

PILOERECTION –
THE HAIR ON A 

DOG’S NECK AND 
SPINE STANDS UP



STRESS SIGNALS

If You See These, Action Is Required

SHAKING DROOLING

RASPY, DRY, 
“SANDPAPER” PANTING

SWEATY PAWS – IF 
YOU CAN SEE 

PAWPRINTS, YOUR 
DOG IS VERY 

STRESSED



The best 
dog body 
language 
video on 
the 
internet.



The other 
best dog 
body 
language 
video on 
the 
internet.



Let’s Look at These 
One More Time.

What do you see?



Let’s Look at These 
One More Time.

What do you see?



Let’s Look at These 
One More Time.

What do you see?



Let’s Look at These 
One More Time.

What do you see?



What do you see?



What do you see?



What do you see?



What do you see?



Putting it 
together 

in real 
time and 

slo-mo



What’s 
different 

about 
these  

behaviors?



Trigger Stacking
´ Bad night’s sleep
´ Spill your coffee onto your keyboard
´ Sit in traffic
´ Get to work, realized you forgot your 

wallet

´ Difficult client demands an appointment 
to discuss a matter you thought you’d 
resolved.

´ Which of these one events would ruin your 
day and make you freak out?

´ How about all of them on the same day?



Trigger Stacking
´ Problematic behavior is often a result of 

trigger stacking
´ Running, screaming kids AND
´ A sore hip AND
´ Truck brakes going off nearby AND

´ A sensitivity to other dogs, or skateboards, 
or hats

´ We need to control the environment for 
dogs who are struggling

´ Make sure they have space, that they’re 
not being asked to do more than they can



The Take Aways

´Every animal is a study of one
´Circumstances change every day, and throughout the day
´Context is key
´Individual history, environment, other dogs, humans and other 
animals nearby, previous training and physical wellbeing influence 
behavior
´A change in any one trigger or environmental aspect can 
change everything
´The ABCs tell us why, and therefore how to help
´Learning to understand our dogs’ language is the key to all of it



If you’d like to contribute to our mobile vet 
clinic, please visit us at 

EveryPetCounts.org


